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Value Addition

Serve others for you to be served…

Refresh others for you to be refreshed…

Forgive others for you to be forgiven….

Bless others for you to be blessed….

One of the most important teachings of Jesus Christ is to serve others. 

John 13:15

I have set you an example that you should do as I have done for you.

HE has set an example that HE wants us to follow and do it for others. HE led by serving and HE 

loved to serve.

Serving others does not make you low in front of others. For a moment… think about the person 

who served you the most…? Well most of them would say “My Mother”. Moms are the greatest 

example of servanthood as they naturally serve the family. Do you have a lower view about your 

mom? NO DEFINITELY NOT…We all have a higher view about our mom…because, she is above 

all? 

Serving others has an opposite effect on them from what we think it will. The person who serves 

always has a higher view. We get drawn to people who serve others sacrificially…not repelled. 

Moreover, don’t get boggled at others’ views. Keep doing things that is right in LORD’s view 

because HE keeps a note of things that you do in HIS name.

Every act of yours is added in your account ledger as well as adds value to people. So, there is a 

double entry. Your one good act can motivate others to do the same…. then on… you become 

the master of it. Masters always seek ways to add value to others. 
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Serving does not only mean “giving”.. NO.. It can be “Caring for one another”, “praying for one 

another”, “encouraging one another”, “Helping one another”, “Counselling one another”, 

“supporting one another”, “Loving one another” and many more…

Jesus was a Master-servant. HE did all that we could think off. HE always added value to others 

with HIS unconditional, unending LOVE. HE did not wait for any approval or anything. HE saw 

the need and fulfilled it ON THE SPOT. HE always walked with HIS disciples. HIS compassion, HIS 

kindness developed the confidence and motivation in HIS people. 

HE added value to everyone HE met.

Let’s VALUEADD BY SERVING OTHERS. :)

Shalom to all!
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